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1. Interview with Campbell Harvey.

2. Common knowledge and Aumann’s agreement theorem.

3. “I don’t know much about tiger logistics, but we were told to be this huge blue tarp monster with the weedwhacker and try to be scary and make loud noises. That just made him angry. You could say he got tiger rage, so we retreated.”

4. Research advice from David Weil. Follow it.

5. Tesla. And human leather (is it a fake site?) What is the Bitcoin civil war about? Tim Lee on the same.

6. By how many has Obamacare reduced the number of the uninsured?
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6. Why can’t we take Obama on his word about Obamacare? He told us it would be wonderful.

Reply

TMC August 18, 2015 at 1:34 pm

I’d love to see an accounting of costs per person.

1. Website:$250.00

2. …..
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Michael August 18, 2015 at 2:18 pm

But, don’t forget all the savings we gathered by our premiums falling $2k per person! …oh, wait…
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JWatts August 18, 2015 at 3:37 pm

LOL, for the sake of accuracy, Obama never said that. To quote: “I want to lower premiums by about an average of $2,500 per family, per year, because